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  Abstract 
 
This paper describes my interest in the artist’s multiple and the thesis body  
of work created in the exploration of them. I was especially interested in the 
relationship of individual components I could combine to form a singular object  
and how the resulting object had the ability to change through various methods  
of production and presentation. Also, in contrast to the idea that multiples are  
exact copies of each other I was interested in exploring the idea of the multiple  
being seen as an individual object.  
 
My interest in history and collecting unique objects from the past have heavily 
influenced the development of this work. Often, those objects at one time had 
a utilitarian function, but now because a certain amount of time has passed 
the objects have taken on the role of artifact. They have become a precious 
object that can no longer be used for the purpose they were created.  This is a 
quality that I find fascinating. As an artist I find myself collecting these 
objects at an astounding level. This obsession with collecting has a direct 
connection with my current interest in multiples. 
 
The inspiration for this work came from many areas which include, but are  
not limited to the work of other artists, architects, graphic designers and  
specific periods of time when a certain visual aesthetic was highly valued,  
such as art nouveau, art deco, the arts and crafts movement, futurism,  
fluxus and modernism.  
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Inspiration & Research 
 
In the development of this body of work I intended to explore my thoughts 
and views towards the multiple in art, my appreciation of craftsmanship, 
attention to detail and the act and process involved in making. 
 
 
Personally, art has not been something I have consciously felt the need 
t o  make in an attempt to come to terms with some repressed feelings, 
make a grand statement on society, or create simply because I must. For 
me, it is more about the process and the act of making. Solving the many 
and varied problems that reveal themselves along the way, the feeling of 
accomplishment when they are overcome, and seeing the outcome of that 
effort. At times I have felt guilty about this feeling I have towards art and 
struggle with the notion that what I consider art is actually craft. Ideally 
conceptual art is about the idea and less about the visual component of  
the work. I struggled with this greatly being that I place such a great 
importance on the final object. 
 
 
I have always appreciated the level of craftsmanship put into objects from  
the past. Often, while browsing flea markets or an estate sale I will come 
across an object that possesses those qualities and I must have it. The 
opportunity to obtain it may never present itself again and that usually 
induces a certain level of anxiety that forces me to become its guardian. The 
idea of the singular unique found object from the past is what I believe led 
me to begin exploring the concept of the multiple, their interconnections 
with each other, and their often overlooked and imperceived individuality. 
 
 
My fascination and curiosity with the act and process of creating cast  
iron art contributed greatly to the idea of the multiple. I gained the ability  
to create as many of those interesting and unique objects as I wanted.  
The iron itself also possesses the physical qualities that I hold in high 
regard, the aura of history, the feeling of permanence, and I even find the 
weight of it appealing.  
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The contrast it makes with the world we live in today; with our obsession  
with new, shiny, disposable possessions–almost as if we have accepted  
that nearly all of the items in our lives are ephemeral also reinforces  
my sentiment towards the material. 
 
The work in my thesis exhibition incorporated many aspects of my life:  
my past experiences, knowledge gained and an obsessive need to collect 
unique and interesting objects. I have always been interested in making. 
When I was younger I was constantly in my father's wood shop. I would 
spend hours, days, even weeks working on whatever project I had going  
on at the time. Looking back on that time I definitely saw it as a place  
where I felt safe and in control. 
 
My undergraduate education in graphic design greatly contributed to the  
visual aesthetics of my work. When developing each piece, I would consider  
the various principles and elements of design and how they could be applied  
to each piece to improve upon the existing form I had created. In many ways  
I saw the work I was creating as three-dimensional design problems I was 
attempting to solve.    
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Key  Elements 
The Nail 
Numbering 
The Pedestals 
Body of Work 
 
	  
The square cut-nail has existed for centuries and is incredibly tenacious in its 
desire to remain where it has been placed. They are especially difficult to 
remove from wood due to their four edges and the way they tear through and 
position themselves in amongst the wood fibers, rather than simply splitting 
the fibers apart as modern round wire nails do. The modern wire nail fits right 
in with those new, shiny objects of today.  It is seen as an advancement in 
technology, but in reality they are just cheaper and easier to make. 
 
 
The individual components of each piece in the show were numbered as 
follows: Collection One, No. 001–025; Collection Two, No. 0001–0033; 
Collection Three, No. 00001–00005 and Collection Four, No. 01–12. This 
was done for practical, conceptual and aesthetic reasons. By numbering the 
individuals, it allowed me to create a system of organization in the placement 
of each component during installation. It served to emphasize that even 
though each component was seemingly identical to the next they clearly 
possessed unique and individual qualities if only in their number alone. It 
became a system of record keeping, cataloging, and tracking the work when 
it is removed from the grouping guaranteeing that each composition could 
be repeated in the future. From an aesthetic point of view, it added an 
element of visual interest and paid tribute to my graphic design past. 
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Through the process of numbering each component of this collection of 
multiples in such an obvious solution my intention was to invite the viewer to 
question and investigate further then realize the intricacies that individualize 
each component. During production of the various components for the 
exhibition several people asked me to save them specific numbered objects; 
13 and 7 were the most requested numbers. I was intrigued by the idea of 
people creating attachments to an object through a superstitious method 
rather than on aesthetics. Their selection was based purely on the meaning 
a certain number had to them rather than choosing the one they found 
most visually appealing. I can only make the assumption that each of the 
objects were simply seen as exact replicas of each other. 
 
 
The 32 pedestals constructed for this body of work took on a very important 
role in the display of this work and a great deal of time and consideration 
was spent on their development. I was rather shocked at just how 
important I began to see them. I felt as though each of these multiple 
elements I had created needed to be placed on the perfect pedestal. I have 
always had a difficult time seeing the pedestal as not a part of the work, 
especially if it is poorly made. 
 
 
For Collection One I constructed 25 pedestals, one for each object, this 
allowed me to incorporate the use of a grid structure and further emphasize 
the separation of each component. This first set was the starting point to 
determine the proportions for the other pedestals in the show. For Collection 
Three they are the same width as Collection One, but are three times longer. 
Collection Two and Collection Four are squares that equal the width of t w o  
and one half the pedestals from Collection One, including the space 
between each. When both large square pedestals are placed next to each 
other they equal the total width of Collection One. This modular structure 
was utilized much in the same way I use a grid system in my design work to 
maintain and organize various content while maintaining visual unity. 
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Right 
Collection One 
No. 001–025 
	  
	  
Below 
Collection One 
No. 016 
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
 
	  
	  
Collection One is a grouping of 25 cast iron nails, each 18 inches high, 
inserted into blocks of cherry 3.5 inches high by 10 inches square. They 
were joined by creating a mortise in the wood with the end of the nail 
serving as a tenon and numbered in a series from 001 to 025. Each 
individual component was placed on a pedestal 12 inches by 12 inches 
square. 
 
 
I scaled-up the nail to a size that effectively removed its functionality allowing 
the nail–that had all seemed very much identical at actual size–to reveal 
individual and unique differences in surface upon casting. This also allowed 
me to present them in a way that essentially put them on display. Giving 
importance to an object that many may think of as common and unworthy  
of such treatment. 
 
 
When first planning out this work I wanted each nail to be placed in its 
own 12 by 12 inch cube of solid wood. This would have taken the place 
of both the final block and pedestal. The realization of the solid block was 
an important part of the original concept in the beginning of this piece. 
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The blocks were intended to reference the original use of the cut nail in 
construction. More importantly, I wanted these to have a sense of antiquity 
and to seem as though they were 25 found objects. However, obtaining the 
timbers large enough to make a 12 by 12 cube proved to be quite difficult 
and cost prohibitive. In an attempt to recreate the feeling of a  solid block I 
experimented with plywood, but it clearly read as a hollow cube and was 
eliminated as a solution. Laminated boards came closer in recreating the  
look I wanted, but the process added unnecessary visual confusion with grain 
pattern and tonal variations with each board. I finally decided on 14/4 cherry 
to anchor each cast iron nail. Each of the five sections were cut from the 
same board and all of the five boards were from the same tree. Grain pattern 
and tone can vary greatly between each individual tree and I wanted this to be 
a unifying element. Maintaining the grain pattern and color of the wood from 
each nail in the series to the next added the sense that they were a linked 
series of multiples. 
 
 
Keeping the individuality of the singular objects weighed heavily in my concept, 
however also of importance was the idea of the individual objects being linked 
together. To further explore this idea beyond the scope of this documentation, 
I am designing and building a website that will allow the person that 
owns each piece of Collection One to visit the site to see where each of the 
others are currently located. I feel the form itself has a sense of being a 
marker of place. Ideally there would be a tracking device that would 
automatically detect and post its location on a map. For now, I have 
decided to build the website and use QR codes to link to the site where 
the owner would manually enter their location and the number of the 
piece they have and see it in relation to the others. Now that I have lived 
with them and moved them several times I am ready to let them go and 
get this experiment under way. 
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Collection Two, explores organization and display of multiple cut nails. This 
culminated in the binding of individual nails in a brick of iron, essentially 
creating a singular form. Those objects were then used to construct an even 
larger form composed of multiple bricks. This piece is a construction of 33 
iron bricks containing a total of 3,168 cut nails. Each brick holds 96 nails 
arranged in 6 rows of 16 numbered in a series from 0001 to 0033. The 
bricks were stacked counter clockwise in numerical order. The front corner 
was left at varying levels to suggest the work was awaiting more bricks that 
had not yet been acquired. With this piece I wanted to illustrate the 
manufacturing process behind the multiple and the tedious and repetitive 
nature that creating them must have been. 
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Collection Three 
No. 00001–00005 
	  
	  
	  
Below  
Collection Three 
(Detail) 
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
 
	  
Collection Three is a series of 5 iron panels each measuring 8 by 24 inches 
numbered in a series from 00001 to 00005. This was the first piece created 
and the first panel in this collection inspired the development of the entire 
body of work. It began as a simple textural experiment using a two inch cut 
nail repeated in four rows. That piece then led to the concept of creating 
singular forms from multiple elements which were themselves copied. 
 
 
The work continued from that piece with the cut nail becoming the base 
form on which I would build each new piece. By reinterpreting the original 
object in various ways I saw the original cut nail form as a unifying element  
in the body of work and a base element to explore the unification and 
translation of multiple elements into a single form. 
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Right 
Collection Four 
No. 01–12 
	  
	  
Below 
Collection Four 
(Detail) 
	  
	  
	  
 
	  
Collection Four, is a series of twelve ampersands, each measuring 10 by  
4 by 7 inches numbered in a series from 01 to 12 randomly stacked to 
create interactions of form, tension and various interstices. 
 
This piece was initially developed through an obsession with amassing as 
many of these objects as I could in the time period I had available from the 
start of their inception until the last iron pour before my thesis exhibition. 
These were the most difficult of the objects to create molds of. The draft  
was not appropriate on the pattern used for creating the bonded sand molds 
and the painted surface would often stick to the sand. These difficulties only 
served to feed a greater need within myself to create even more. I perceived 
the physical process of molding these forms a direct challenge of my abilities. 
 
 
The ampersand has always been one of my favorite characters as a graphic 
designer. When deciding if I would include this piece in the show I 
considered the visual aspects it would add; both a glimpse of my personal 
history as a designer and provide a contrasting element to the rigid, angular 
forms present in the other pieces. I also felt that having a pile of ands in a 
show based on the idea of various forms of multiples provided a humorous 
aspect that I appreciated. 
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  Conclusion 
	  
Overall I found the body of work to be successful in meeting or exceeding 
the standards of quality I had established for myself in terms of construction, 
level of finish, and presentation. Visually I found the work to be cohesive as a 
body of work and strong in its ability to draw attention in the gallery space. 
 
 
Once I had finalized the basic elements I mentally constructed exactly what 
I  wanted to see as the final work. In doing so I feel I limited the ability for 
the work to have become more successful. Exploring options in placement 
and allowing the works to take up a larger area would have invited the 
viewer to interact more with and among the individual pieces. This 
realization came from viewing the work of Louise Bourgeois and the way 
the viewer has the opportunity to interact with her work on an intimate level. 
The work felt as though the interior components were guarded by those 
surrounding them. With Collection One, for example, opening up that 
space between them could have activated the interior components and 
given the piece a more inviting quality–one that would have been more 
expansive and inclusive of the viewer. The forms themselves have a formal 
and quite cold quality to them. Although, I did find that the contrast 
between the iron and cherry brought a warmth and softness to the piece 
and the entire body of work in general. I do feel that being able to traverse 
a path amongst them may have allowed the view to more easily realize the 
individual and unique qualities of each object.  
 
 
I felt that I challenged myself both physically and mentally and came 
through it with a better understanding of myself, the work I created, and 
with a much more focused direction on which to build my future as a 
creative individual. 
 
 
My most recent work continues to explore the idea of the multiple, but in 
a more generalized idea of what base element constitutes the  multiple 
being combined to form the final singular object. In the letterpress series 
I have been using the base objects functionality as the unifying element 
to establish the final object rather than form.
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